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The Event

Breaking Bitcoin was born at the climax of the Scaling Debate, we, as a 
community, had enough of this focus on “scaling” when the real 
fundamentals are still under-researched. Privacy. Censorship-resistance. 
Decentralization. All for one ultimate goal: an extremely secure and 
resilient system to serve as the foundations of future infrastructure, 
services and products.

Breaking Bitcoin is named after the Scaling Bitcoin conference, but will 
have a less formal format, less elitist, maybe less “serious” as not 
debating sides of a war... but still extremely technical. 



  

The Talks

Breaking Bitcoin will host the world-best speakers on their respective 
area of expertise.

Hardware security, Governance, Protocol-level architecture, Social 
attacks, from both theoretical and practical perspectives.

The talks will be live-streamed and recorded.

This first edition has a very unique characteristic: Segwit will be live. The 
Lightning Network and other Layer 2 protocols will be at their very early 
days on the Bitcoin mainnet, an amazing opportunity from a security 
perspective!



  

Details

Breaking Bitcoin will be hosted in Paris, near the Eiffel Tower. The 
quality of the event is a priority, and will reflect on your brand should you 
decide to sponsor this community conference.

2 full days of talks and panels, networking evenings, and satellite events 
around the dates.

150 euro general admissions.

300 participants.

A one-of-a-kind event.



  

Sponsorship packages

We need help to make this event perfect.
Your brand will be recognized as supporters of a secure Bitcoin, because 
we are in this together, for the long run.

Platinum
20 000 Eur

Logo on the Live stream 
during all breaks, both days

2 rollup banners 
in the venue

Goodies+sticker+flyer 
in the swag bag.
Logo on the bag!

5 tickets included

Gold
10 000 Eur

Logo on the Live stream 
during all breaks, 1 day.

1 rollup banner 
in the venue

Goodies+sticker in the 
swag bag
Logo on the bag!

5 tickets included

Silver
5 000 Eur

Logo on the Live stream 
during 1 break.

Goodies+sticker in the 
swag bag
Logo on the bag!

3 tickets included

Coal
2 000 Eur

Sticker in the swag bag 3 tickets included

And more next page!



  

 Sponsorship packages, continued

On top of the packages, all our sponsors (Platinum to Coal) will get the following perks:

● Logo on the event flyer/programme (size depending on sponsorship level)
● Our eternal love
● A big thank you from the community
● A “fast registration” lane, so you can grab the best seats :)
● A 30 sec announcement in the pub, to say whatever you want (Hiring? 

Launching a product? A good joke to share?)
● A thank you plate from the organizers. Best swag for your office.

Thank you for reading this :) We hope to have you supporters of this event. Contact us at 
sponsors@breaking-bitcoin.com

mailto:sponsors@breaking-bitcoin.com
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